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HIGH SCHOOL STAGE
(9th Grade) 208 weeks remaining

DEVELOPMENTAL SNAPSHOT
• Has difficulty falling asleep before 11:00pm, but still needs 9 hours of 
sleep per day
• Guys are getting taller, smellier, hairier, and gaining muscle mass; may 
also experience voice changes, weird dreams, and acne
• Girls bodies take on adult physical appearance; increase in height will 
slow and then stop
• Guys’ sex drive will rapidly increase
• Girls’ sex drive will gradually increase

• Girls begin wearing makeup regularly
• Increased interest in sexual expression, but dating tends to be 
short-lived
• Say they want parents to listen more than give advice
• May be tempted to change their appearance or behavior to gain 
acceptance

• Increasingly able to focus, recall, and organize information
• Overly self-aware; may think, “Everybody’s watching me”
• Wired for risk-taking and sensational experiences
• Resists potentially embarrassing situations
• “I’m bored” often means, “I don’t understand”

• Feels empowered through choices rather than rules
• May still feel insecure about their changing body
• May experience changes in motivation
• Seeks experiences that create intense feelings and emotions
• Increasingly vulnerable to addiction, such as self-harm, alcohol, and 
pornography

• Do homework
• Keep a personal calendar
• Mow lawns
• Babysit
• Take out the trash or recycling
• Prepare a family meal
• Sort, wash, fold, iron, and put away laundry
• Open a savings account
• Change batteries in a smoke detector
• Use a jigsaw with assistance
• Practice a sport, musical instrument, or other skill
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HIGH SCHOOL STAGE
(10th Grade) 156 weeks remaining

DEVELOPMENTAL SNAPSHOT
• Has difficulty falling asleep before 11:00pm (it’s biological)
• Needs 9 hours of sleep and one hour of exercise per day
• Girls have likely reached adult height and body development
• Guys may experience voice changes, weird dreams, and increased acne
• Guys’ sex drive will rapidly increase
• Girls’ sex drive will gradually increase

• Increased interest in sexual expression; and dating may become more 
“committed”
• Increased susceptibility to date violence
• May experience depression; highest year for teen suicide
Desires responsibilities that increase freedom

• Increasingly able to focus, recall, and organize information
• Keenly aware of global issues and may be critical of the adult world
• Highly self-aware; may think, “Everybody’s watching me”
• Tends to be curious, inquisitive, and drawn toward the supernatural

• Feels empowered through choices rather than rules
• Responds well to specific praise
• Becoming aware of their personal tendencies and patterns
• Seeks experiences that create intense feelings and emotions

• Do homework
• Babysit
• Manage a personal calendar
• Prepare a family meal
• Sort, wash, fold, iron, and put away laundry
• Check oil and tire pressure in the car
• Learn to jump start a car
• Do simple home repairs
• Get a first job
• Help pay a personal bill
• Fill out a W-4, read a pay stub, and learn about taxes
• Volunteer with kids or middle schoolers
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HIGH SCHOOL STAGE
(11th Grade) 104 weeks remaining

DEVELOPMENTAL SNAPSHOT
• Has difficulty falling asleep before 11:00pm
• Needs 9 hours of sleep and one hour of exercise per day
• Girls have likely reached adult height and body development
• Guys may continue to grow in height, and develop muscle mass, body 
and facial hair
• Guys’ sex drive will rapidly increase
• Girls’ sex drive will gradually increase

• Increased interest in sexual expression (54% of 11th graders report being 
sexually active)
• Cares deeply about issues like control, responsibility, and freedom (both 
personally and globally)
• Often self-focused, busy, and unavailable

• Can be insightful and incisive about complex issues
• Wired for risk-taking and sensational experiences
• Tends to be opportunistic and idealistic
• Struggles with long-term thinking

• Values humor as a positive point of connection
• Becoming more at ease with  who they are; may become more honest 
than in previous phases
• Often take on more than can handle
• May struggle with regulating emotions

• Do homework
• Manage a personal calendar
• Run family errands
• Sort, wash, fold, iron, and put away laundry
• Make appointments
• Change a flat tire
• Get a part-time job or internship
• Manage a budget
• Open a checking account
• Research post-high school options
• Refine a skill: art, musical, technical, mechanical, or athletic
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HIGH SCHOOL STAGE
(12th Grade) 52 weeks remaining

DEVELOPMENTAL SNAPSHOT
• Wisdom teeth may begin to come in (17-21 years)
• Has difficulty falling asleep before 11:00pm 
• Needs 9 hours of sleep and one hour of exercise per day
• Girls have likely reached adult height and body development
• Guys may continue to grow in height, and develop muscle mass, body 
and facial hair
• Guys’ sex drive will rapidly increase
• Girls’ sex drive will gradually increase

• Increased interest in sexual expression (64% of 12th graders report 
being sexually active)
• Less available for family time
• Wants to feel ownership in personal decisions
• Shows respect for others’ opinions and able to compromise
• More at ease around adults

• May overly romanticize or catastrophize 
• Open to discussing current affairs and social issues
• Capable of complex, multi-step problem solving
• Still struggles with long-term planning

• Becoming more emotionally stable, but still needs support and grace
• Often thrives in a particular area of interest
• Values being true to themselves
• Frequently demonstrates initiative for personal interests

• Do homework
• Manage a personal calendar
• Prepare a meal plan, grocery list, and help cook family meals
• Wash, fold, iron, and put away laundry
• Run family errands
• Make appointments
• Get a part-time job or internship
• Manage a budget
• Help pay personal bills
• Register to vote
• Solidify a post-high school plan
• Refine a skill: art, musical, technical, mechanical, or athletic


